One of the great communicators of the Zodiac is Gemini, this month’s
honoree. No one beats Gemini’s flair for staying up-to-date on current events,
world issues, politics and ever-emerging knowledge of trivia. This sign has an
ear for good conversation and gravitates toward a stimulating debate. Word or
board games and puzzles are in Gemini’s wheelhouse. Listen up because only
the shyest of Geminis lack the gift of gab. Dream up a congenial, witty theme
party to honor your Gemini friends and relatives. Add a toast and maybe a
roast, brush up on your best jokes, fill balloons and offer unique appetizers
complete with a show stopping cake to celebrate their birthdays.
IMPORTANT DATES
MAY 27: Memorial Day Celebrated
JUNE 14: Flag Day
JUNE 16: Fathers’ Day
June 21: Summer Solstice begins at 3:59 AM EDT
ANNOUNCEMENTS: Congratulations to RK for winning the $10 gift certificate at the
April drawing. Happy 20th Anniversary to K&J. Happy 34th Anniversary to B&M!
Happy Birthday to JJB, MSC, JB, LG, JS, and MG. The winner of May’s client drawing
will receive a $10 discount on services. Winners receive notification via e-mail on the
last day of the month. The drawing is open to all clients who schedule a consultation
of one hour or more. June’s drawing is a $10 gift certificate to apply toward any
consultation or report order. The Llewellyn 2020 Moon Sign Book will be available in
July at your favorite bookstore, through Llewellyn or other online outlets. I have a
feature article in this edition, YOUR NATAL MOON: A POWERFUL ASSET IN WORKPLACE
RELATIONSHIPS. Hope you enjoy it. I will begin working on an article for the 2021 Moon
Sign Book shortly.
Cyber Threats: One new scheme involves phone calls to those eligible for
Medicare saying they have been approved for a back, wrist or knee brace (playing the
field of possibilities) and if you accept the offer, the expense is very high. Another
scam is the single ring phone call. If it happens, just let it go and do not attempt to
call the number or redial. Most people who receive them want to find out who it is,
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but these scammers are looking for your number to use in illegal activity. Bombarding
users with demands for bitcoins is a scheme that has come back with attempts to hold
your computer hostage via pop up messages that say you have malware and that they
have “frozen” your computer. Get out fast, click on nothing and don’t believe that
statement. Other scammers use URLs that are a typo away from legitimate websites
and look for popular web addresses where users type one wrong letter and trick the
user into thinking they are the reaching the intended site. Close open documents, run
your security check and reboot. Send other types of E-mails requesting your mailing
address to SPAM. If you suspect someone is posing as a company you do business with,
notify the company and follow instructions. Safety first!
GEMINI and THE YEAR AHEAD: Happy Birthday, Gemini! Your Sun Sign rules the chest
cavity, hands, arms and shoulders in the communication-oriented 3rd House of
brothers, sisters, cousins and other relatives as well as neighbors, classes and
workshops, communities, education, transportation (all forms including commuting,
purchasing and repairing of vehicles and methods you choose for travel), media
interests and networks, (phones, computers, faxes, Internet, social networks), writing
and the diverse facets of your mind, especially how it works and the impact on your
mental state. The 3rd house of the chart, regardless of Sun sign, describes your
intellect, how you think, the way you converse with others or form creative
relationships; Gemini’s natural ruler is Mercury and its symbol is the Twins making you
simultaneously an air and a mutable sign displaying Yin and Yang characteristics. Your
deductive skills help you analyze all types of problems while sharing your ideas with
others. People love your charming sense of humor and the amazing amount of
information you recall; you are sociable and love to mingle and tell your stories letting
the people-to-people contact recharge your batteries. When choosing a career, you
prefer one with the flexibility to move around and don’t care for tasks that take too
long. This year the Sun enters your sign on May 21 at 3:59 AM EDT and leaves on June
21 at 11:54 AM EDT.
Jupiter in adventurous Sagittarius is taking a trip through your solar 7th house of
romantic and business partners, cooperators, spouses, significant others, the public,
advisors, professionals and your shadow self. The planet of expansion stays here until
December 3 giving you ample opportunity to build relationships and perfect their
qualities. Since you like people, that should be a rewarding challenge as you think
about the dynamics and work on making life beautiful. If compatibility is an issue, you
make inroads this year. Work on projects, collaborative ventures and writing if it is
part of your world. Congratulations come to those of you in line for awards, birth of
children, engagements or marriages. Enjoy the progress you are making on life goals.
When Jupiter moves to Capricorn on December 3, you are in for a year that
highlights the 8th house of partnership resources, debt, birth, sex, death, wills,
estates, surgery, investments, deep level processing, and people connected with
these matters. Schedules may change in tackling the household workload, your career
assignments, financial arrangements or mortgage matters. Capricorn sets a serious
tone for consolidating resources, reducing debt and investing in household goods.
When in doubt, seek counsel from financial, legal, medical or real estate
professionals. This year transiting Mars travels through every house in your chart
from your 2019 birthday through your 2020 birthday Enjoy the added energy and
feel the vitality as you breeze through projects. Avoid hasty actions and decisions
when Mars hits each full moon. Saturn is retrograde through September 18th in
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Capricorn in your solar 8th House of money you owe, joint income, debt and assets,
sex, birth, death, estates, wills, psychological depth and matters worth probing for
answers. This house is one of the most prominent in your chart during this birthday
cycle and covers both business and intimate partnerships including spouses,
roommates, significant others, personal relationships, advisors, legal and medical
professionals and collaborators. Saturn pushes lots of work and decisions your way and
continues a pattern begun in late December 2017. Some days you feel as if there is no
end to the work that stacks up, yet you set goals to see your “pile” go down. Matters
related to this house will be around you through the middle of next year. Many of you
make great progress reducing your debt load while making wise investments that
strengthen your monetary outlook for years to come. Since this house represents joint
income, cooperation goes a long way in uniting your wisdom. Free yourself of your own
or others’ debt. You will meet cherished goals to improve your space and create
harmony regardless of the restrictions in this cycle. Some of you may refinance
existing loans or shop for a new mortgage if you are relocating. Control the
arrangements by shopping for competitive interest rates and settling on your home
when the aspects look good for you. Accountability affects the outcome with monetary
and professional partners. Let go of worries and live in the moment. Uranus in Taurus
most affects those of you born May 22-26 throughout your birthday cycle. When
located in the 12th House, the planet represents what you’re keeping secret and don’t
want revealed, your innermost thoughts, plans you’re not ready to share, affairs or
trysts, healing of mind and body, your spiritual retreat, psychic insight, secret
enemies, hospital visiting, rehabilitation, widows, orphans, and charities. Over the
past two years, you have dropped certain associations, friendships and groups that no
longer were a factor in your life goals. Life could have been very erratic in the
associate department with the way Uranus loves shake-ups and left you exhausted
from picking up the pieces. Now you seek a breather but that is not a good description
of the way Uranus operates; break-ups can drain you emotionally and the 12th House is
a recovery spot for you to review what went wrong and what you might consider in the
future. Mostly, just let go of the problems and the unfulfilling relationships. You have
nearly 7 years to uncover deep feelings and visualize new plans and conditions for your
future. Just let Uranus move through this house while you surround yourself with
individuals you trust. It’s not time for confrontations or arguing – that was so last year.
Keep a journal handy to record flashes of insight that shed light on important issues.
This is a favorable time to contact your astrologer to sort out the truth. Neptune in
Pisces falls in your solar 10th House of authority, ambition, career matters and
workplace-related relationships, interactions with those in charge, parents and
family status as well as current goals. Get ready for some soul searching if you
have been looking for a new job, desire a career change or are considering
retirement, want more responsibility in your current position, or just want to quit
your job. Those born June 5-9 experience the biggest shift while sorting out
confusion. This transit creates a reality check. Gemini meets challenges with Pisces
planets since the Neptunian energy is in strong conflict with the organized thought
processes you prefer. Maybe you find some of the people at work annoying and you
feel the need to take cover amidst the chaos. Communication may be erratic. Perhaps
vague direction is the culprit. Family matters seem to be in a state of flux, and you
long for better harmony. Neptune has been in this house since 2011 teaching you to
cope with the frenetic environment. Research is very important now; commit to
changes when you are better assured of the next steps or solutions. A good Mercury
placement helps you spot problems in need of attention. Find ways to rest and relax to
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calm your restless mind. You don’t care for long periods of inactivity and crave action.
This year, vivid dream recall is likely so take notes and highlight themes. Nurture selfconfidence with work that gives you passion. If you are engaged in a career in the
educational or metaphysical field, you could grow your business now. Pluto in
Capricorn connects with Geminis born June 10-16 in your solar 8th House of
finances, debt and money you owe, credit management, estate matters, joint
assets, winnings, wills, sex, birth, death, regeneration, and psychological depth.
This house has the most activity in the 2019-20 period with Pluto and Saturn and
Jupiter arriving in December along with eclipses in July and December. Pluto plays the
role of unearthing deep, dark secrets and having you deal with what is buried in your
psyche. Intensity has been building here since 2008 and transforms much of your
world. Compare notes with where you were 10-12 years ago. Pluto is the natural ruler
of the 8th House and it knows what is ripe for dissolution and goes about it gradually
with a bit of organizational help from Saturn. Blasts from eclipses landing in this house
can move things along suddenly. Financial goals may be part of the transformation you
are seeking which include reducing debt, paying off mortgages, buying insurance and
making solid investments. Perhaps it is time to make a will or update it. Key people
may have passed from your lives since that time. Certain Geminis welcome babies into
your life and relish the opportunity to cherish them. Any change you initiate will be
long-lasting and lead you toward a very positive growth cycle. Those with edgy
personal relationships may dissolve the partnerships after significant counseling yields
no positive results; others heal them and give relationships new life. Include fun and
celebration in your life to give a boost to your mindset.
This year 5 eclipses occur followed by a full Moon eclipse in January 2020
and a full Moon eclipse that occurs on June 5, 2020 which registers during next
year’s Gemini birthday cycle. The first two eclipses of 2019 have already occurred.
The first fell on January 5, a solar eclipse in Capricorn in that super busy 8th House
of yours that relates to your jointly held funds, debts, sex, wills and inner worlds.
You may have been very busy paying down debt, refinancing a mortgage, consolidating
mutual financial arrangements, merging accounts, managing a relative’s estate or
creating a will as part of your monetary plan for the year. Be sure to check for
accounting errors and seek advice if you need to strengthen your retirement portfolio.
This house will keep you busy with additional eclipses occurring here in the next year.
The second eclipse was a lunar eclipse in Leo on January 21 in your solar 3rd House
of communication, cousins and siblings, education, neighborhood and community,
mental attitude, contracts and diverse topics related to transportation, vehicles
and electronic equipment. This house also relates to higher mind and education,
in-laws, medical and legal professionals, work details involving temporary
relocation, a chance to move for a promotion to another city, personal travel
opportunities and enhanced spiritual insight. No doubt you had more communication
than usual with neighbors and kin, were extremely busy with social media and had
trouble keeping up with messages and written material. You may have been shopping
for a vehicle or repairing one you own, attending classes, negotiating a contract or
giving your mind a chance to chill with some fun and games. This eclipse wanes by
mid-July and ends the Leo-Aquarius eclipse cycle of the past few years. Dissolve any
mental ruts and think clearly about problems. Instead, celebrate your successes. Your
abundant talent pays off; integrate the depth of it. Seek advice as you implement
desired goals. The third eclipse of the year is a new moon eclipse that falls on July
2 in home-loving Cancer influencing your solar 2nd house of income and resources.
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Now is the time to invest in household improvements, purchase real estate, review
your financial picture to determine a workable budget, plan for your future or
consider a new job or career switch that reflects your goals. Use self-improvement
techniques to roll you out of boredom while you stretch your mental space. Eclipses
can bring a few sudden surprises so be aware of any glitches that call for use of
emergency funds. If you need to beef up your savings, look at assets now, so you have
enough to cover the unplanned expenses. Maximize earning power in the year ahead.
The 4th eclipse of 2019 takes place on July 16th in Capricorn in your demanding 8th
house and brings the issues addressed near the January 5th eclipse to the
forefront. Look at the progress you have made since then and at what still needs
attention. That 8th House has lots of company with Saturn, Pluto, Jupiter moving there
in December and another eclipse at year’s end. If you haven’t completely
accomplished all of your financial revamping, take a look at your most critical needs
at this time and tackle what needs the most work. In the next year, your chart is
aligned to bring pending matters to a great conclusion. Review construction plans to
make sure your works meets building codes or that your builder is in compliance if
buying a new home. A new work assignment may be in the cards for some of you. So
much is on your plate that you may have to curb travel this year and stick to local
scenes. When the last solar eclipse of 2019 hits on December 26th, it occurs in
Capricorn and again activates your solar 8th House magnifying what continued in
July when the last eclipse landed. The emphasis is on new expenses, joint funds,
sources of income, financial plans and regeneration. This eclipse lasts until July 5,
2020 when another Capricorn eclipse helps you deal with any unfinished business
from this cycle over the following 6 months to a year. An eclipse in this position
inspires you to develop a clean slate, enjoy peace of mind, happiness, and goals that
bring a smile to your face. Capitalize on the wins in your life and the support of
partners and close associates, family and children. Trust in the strength of your goals.
Whatever you started way back in January is ready for completion as you incorporate
new directions that are unfolding in your life. Schedule changes are inevitable, and
you’ll know what to do make them work. Savor self-satisfaction for a job well done.
Sign on the dotted line if you and your partner like the terms. Test your networks. The
first solar eclipse of 2020 occurs on January 10th in Cancer in your solar 2nd House
of personal resources, income, self-development, people connected with your
money, choice financial management, and personal taste. Choice is a big factor in
this cycle related to how you want to earn money and how you prefer to spend it.
Further analyze your financial picture after the July 5th eclipse and get a handle on
any loose ends involving your debt load. How do you feel about your workplace?
Update your resume if you are looking for a change. Some of you may hear from
headhunters. Another eclipse occurs here right at the end of your 2020 birthday cycle!
Be aware of options. On June 5th, 2020, the second lunar eclipse of the year occurs
in your solar 7th House in Sagittarius, calling attention to personal and business
partners and relationships, collaborators, the public and professionals that cross
your path. This eclipse plays out during the next year highlighting conditions in your
intimate relationships, upcoming rituals and celebrations, matters connected to
roommates and partnership plans. Examine what needs attention and look for ways to
mediate the difficult times and turn them into wins for all parties. Enjoy the rewards
of your birthday year. Remember that these sections may also apply to those of you
with Gemini on the Ascendant or those with multiple Gemini planets. Make dreams
come true.
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Famous Geminis include: Miles Davis, John Wayne, Bob Hope, John F.
Kennedy, Clint Eastwood, Colin Farrell, Marilyn Monroe, Angelina Jolie, Johnny Depp,
Natalie Portman, Elizabeth Hurley, Courtney Cox, Ian McKellen, Paul McCartney,
Kristen Alderson, Drew Carey, Bob Dillon, Paul McCartney, Anderson Cooper, Peter
Dinklage, Donald Trump, Neil Patrick Harris, Kristen Scott Thomas, Naomi Campbell,
John C. Reilly, Stevie Nicks, Joseph Fiennes, Mike Myers, Kylie Minogue, Barbara and
George H.W. Bush, Pam Grier, Wynonna Judd, Cornel West, Alanis Morrissette, Morgan
Freeman, Heidi Klum, Kenny G, Mark Wahlberg, Sandra Bernhard, Liam Neeson,
Prince, Tom Jones, Joan Rivers, Kanye West, Michael J. Fox, Tim Allen, Boy George,
Helen Hunt, Joyce Carol Oates, Yasmine Bleeth, Newt Gingrich, Venus Williams,
Kathleen Turner, Paula Abdul, John Goodman, Bill Moyers, and Nicole Kidman.
May 21-JUNE 21 PLANET ACTIVITY
Sky Patterns: As the Gemini cycle starts, note that three outer planets are
retrograde; Jupiter, Saturn and Pluto and they will be joined by Neptune on June 21.
Three of our outer planets are in earth signs: Saturn in Capricorn, Uranus in Taurus
and Pluto in Capricorn. If you have followed the stock market and trade and tariff
issues with China, you note the emphasis on the economy, along with the environment
and security matters. Jupiter in Sagittarius and Neptune in Pisces clash this month as
they seek the truth in disclosures and emotional vulnerability is felt around the world.
Observers note the turmoil resulting from unfinished business related to The Mueller
Report. Mercury executes a rapid trip through Gemini on May 21, right after the
Sun moves to Gemini. Shakeups occur over the meaning of messages and this fastthinking communicator then enters the placid waters of Cancer on June 5. Mercury’s
direct motion aids the flow of desired transactions, including advertising, timeliness of
message delivery and the content and accuracy of written documents. The power of
the word dominates the communication environment and applies to individuals, heads
of state, CEOs and all in positions of authority. Chosen words create high, long-lasting
impact; in these sensitive times, they will resurface in a haunting manner. Think about
emerging election campaign scenarios. Venus is in tactile Taurus through June 8th
before moving to on-the-go Gemini for the remainder of the month. You could be
discussing relationship prospects, planning visits to museums, parks and shopping
meccas. Some of you get unexpected attention from mates and dates giving your
psyche a welcome lift. Wine-tastings and gourmet shops are favorites of a Venus in
Taurus cycle; while education becomes prominent when Gemini appears. Express
loving sentiments and cherish relationships that enhance your social life. Mars moved
to Cancer on May 16th and dominates the landscape through the end of June
energizing water signs Cancer, Scorpio and Pisces and earth signs Taurus, Virgo and
Capricorn. Enjoy a welcome boost of energy and tender, passionate feelings during
this significant cycle. You may be up for tackling domestic projects you have been
putting off. Once the tasks are done you can head to the beach and plan a crab fest or
cool off at a mountain retreat. Check your chart to see where this boost of ambition
plays out and take advantage of your success cycle. Transiting outer planet Jupiter is
retrograde in Sagittarius during this cycle. Currently Jupiter covers 21-18 degrees
of Sagittarius and most affects those of you born December 10-15; Jupiter benefits
Aries born March 30-April 6, Leo born August 2-9, Aquarius born January 29February 5, and Libra born October 3-10. These degrees challenge Geminis born
May 31-June 7, Virgos born September 2-9 and Pisces born February 29-March 7. A
positive Jupiter transit favors purchasing big ticket items like vehicles, homes,
jewelry, furnishings or vacations. Check with your astrologer before signing important
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papers or dealing with legal matters. Be sure to have a medical checkup and pay
attention to any changes in health conditions. Be aware of internal workings and
discuss growths or changes in bodily function before scheduling surgery. Saturn in
Capricorn is retrograde through September 18 and most affects those born
December 9-21, Aries born April 7-11, Cancer born July 10-14 and Libra born
October 11-15. Assess areas where you feel constraints and find balance by
researching workable solutions that bring peace of mind. Sign documents on favorable
days. Those benefitting from this Saturn transit are Taurus born May 8-12, Virgo
born September 10-14; Scorpios born November 10-14 and Pisces born March 7-11
who experience financial windfalls or creative insight from either a sextile or a trine
aspect. Areas of responsibility tied to karma reflect the true meaning of this planet in
transit. Now you can see more clearly where you have been blocked; this retrograde
period helps you align with the truth. Shift goals and priorities for effective outcomes.
Uranus in Taurus, a fixed sign travels to 4-5 degrees of the sign in forward motion
most affecting Taurus born April 25-27 this month. Also affected are earth signs
Capricorn born December 26-28 and Virgo born August 25-28 who experience a nice
trine aspect that stimulates prosperity, abundance or unexpected benefits. Other
fixed signs undergoing a challenge with this transit are Leo born July 26-29,
Scorpio born October 27-30 and Aquarius born January 24-27. These signs could
confront events that rock their world and pop up spontaneously with little or no
warning. Life takes unanticipated turns over the next two months. Stay calm and
address evolving conditions with clear thinking responsiveness. Uranus transits affect
weather patterns (think hurricanes, tsunamis, tornados, earthquakes, volcanic
eruptions, lightning and thunderstorms) that produce flooding and structural damage,
and fires, plane or train crashes and threatening war games (North Korea, South
Korea, Iran, China, the U.S., Syria, and Israel) that affect the lives of citizens in the
US and abroad. Uranus is new to this sign in most of our lifetimes since it has been
nearly 84 years since it transited in Taurus. I believe its impact is going to be on the
economy, finances, values, market stability, work conditions and sudden shifts in
global relations. Watch those countries with strong Taurus placements – they will be
making the news. Neptune in Pisces goes retrograde on June 21 and stays
retrograde until November 27. The planet joins the Suns of Pisces born March 7-9.
Anticipate esoteric energy that includes elevated spiritual concepts, romance and
appreciation of all things beautiful. Simultaneously keep your eyes and ears out for
deceptive behavior, promises, speeches and trickery that pop up everywhere, from
subtle hints to hard evidence. Note what is contributing to mental confusion that
accompanies this planet’s long shift. Benefits come to those born July 10-12,
November 10-12, January 8-10 and May 8-10, the water and earth signs, Cancer,
Scorpio, Capricorn and Taurus. Individuals born June 8-10, September 10-12, and
December 9-11 address challenges brought on by a hard square aspect. Jupiter in an
exact square to Neptune on the 21st gets plenty of attention on the world stage –
watch the news. More confusion may emanate from sources sending careless,
spontaneous messages that lead to lack of trust. The day before, Mercury goes to its
retrograde shadow even though it does not go retrograde until July 7. Keep your
distance from communicators who spin unbelievable stories, con artists, schemers,
chronic liars and slick salespeople. Take advantage of Neptune’s love of harmony and
use time to expand your consciousness via relaxing getaways and spending time with
your romantic partner or bosom buddies. Pluto is in retrograde motion during this
cycle and creeps along in Capricorn on the Suns of members of this sign born at the
22nd degree approximately January 12-14. The Pluto aspects are positive with
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transiting Saturn in Capricorn and Neptune in Pisces, and to some extent, offset some
of the negative vibes of the Jupiter-Neptune square that is looming on the day of the
Summer Solstice. Take advantage of the upbeat flow to transform stuck environments
and shed old baggage. Visualize what you want in life and execute your plans
accordingly. Take a few minutes to develop your list and decide where to start. Set
priorities. Find ways to spread cheer and optimism in your circle; think and act
positively. Aries, Cancer and Libra with planets at 22 degrees also feel the depth of
this transit as it slowly reveals information from the subconscious and issues a
strong wake-up call. If you’re an earth sign, Capricorn, Taurus or Virgo with planets
at this degree, you receive assistance for cherished goals in the midst of releasing old
toxic beliefs. Take a page from what is occurring in the global Universe and challenge
mixed messages or disclosures that don’t ring true. Stay tuned to what is coming
during the summer eclipse activity in July, particularly national and local politics.
Integrity strikes a balance. Get ready! Chiron in Aries is direct at 4-5 degrees and
most affects those born March 24-27. Find your deepest truth and integrate inner
healing to eliminate painful memories while you clear your mind of fearful emotional
clutter that has origins in your past. Whatever anger has been piling up has to go and
there is no time like the present to wipe the slate clean. Be sure to note the house
where Chiron is transiting in your chart; this is important in 2019-20. In which house
does natal Chiron reside? If any aspects occur with transiting and natal Chiron, you will
inevitably face the truth and it will set you free. Seek help and more options for
sorting through pain. While you’re healing, plan and schedule favorite summer
activities that include adventure, fun, family gatherings and relaxing vacations.
LUNAR/SOLAR CYCLES
MAY 21: Sun enters Gemini, 3:59 AM EDT
JUNE 3: New Moon in Gemini, 4:03 AM EDT, 12° c 33’
JUNE 17: Full Moon in Sagittarius, 10:15 AM EDT, 25°i53’
JUNE 21: Sun Enters Cancer, 9:55 AM EDT, Summer Begins
PEOPLE, PLACES, EVENTS, AND TOPICS IN THE NEWS
Readers were curious about the birth of Archie Harrison Mountbatten Windsor,
the son of Harry and Megan, the Duke and Duchess of Sussex. Readers continue to
comment about the chaotic state of our government and fear Cybersecurity breaches
will occur in coming elections. Writers criticize threats of war and the fallout from the
trade war with China hoping that sense and sensibility and astute leadership prevails
in the future for the greater good of the country.
American Idol: Concludes Season 17 on May 19 with 3 finalists in the running.
They are: Madison Vandenberg, an Aquarius born February 12, Alejandro Aranda,
was born in 1994, hails from Pomona, CA, yet no birth data has been available; and
Laine Hardy a Virgo born September 12. During the May 19th competition, Madison was
eliminated, and Laine emerged the final winner of American Idol, Season 17.
Congratulations to all who competed. This talented trio and several finalists are
destined for success. AI has been renewed for another season even though
unconfirmed rumors suggest that new judges may replace the current team.
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Archie Harrison Mountbatten-Windsor: The latest addition to the British Royal
Family is the son of Prince Harry, the Duke of Sussex (a Virgo) and his wife, Megan
Markle, the Duchess of Sussex (a Leo). Baby Sussex is a Taurus born early on the
morning of May 6 in Westminster, UK, with his Taurus Sun conjunct his Taurus
Ascendant and his Moon in expressive Gemini also in residence in his 1st House. This
charmer has a loaded 12th House with Neptune in Pisces, and Chiron, Vesta, Venus, the
East Point, Part of Fortune and Mercury in Aries, and Uranus in Taurus. His cousins
Princess Charlotte and Prince Louis are also members of Taurus as is his Great
Grandmother, Queen Elizabeth. Earth and fire dominate his chart, a fitting
combination for compatibility with his loving parents. He has the chart of one who
takes responsibility seriously and may find an avid interest in research, medicine,
writing and communicating. Happiness to the family!
James Holzhauer: This astounding winner on TV’s “Jeopardy” returns to the
screen as this newsletter goes out after a 2-week hiatus. James, a professional sports
bettor, has captured a strategy that calls for taking unusual risks in amassing big dollar
wins and knowing the answers to an amazing number of Jeopardy questions. He is
aiming to break Ken Jennings 74-appearance record on the show, although his bets are
way higher each time he appears, and he has a high probability of topping the dollar
amount if not the number of appearances. James is a Leo born August 6 with a Virgo
Ascendant and a loaded 12th House that contains a stellium of planets in Leo (Sun,
Juno, Vesta, Trans Pluto and Venus) as well as his East Point and Mercury in Virgo on
his Ascendant. Uranus is conjunct his Sagittarius Moon in the 4th House of home and
foundation along with natal Neptune in Sagittarius and Jupiter and the Part of Fortune
in Capricorn. What a combination for success!
Doris Day: The actress born Doris Mae Kappelhoff was born in Cincinnati, Ohio,
an Aries on April 3, 1922, and passed away on May 13, in Carmel Valley, CA. Doris was
a talented actress, had a beautiful singing voice amassing many accolades for her
recordings, and a passionate animal rights advocate who retired from the acting scene
in the early 1970’s. She had a late degree Virgo Ascendant with a stellium of planets in
Libra in her first house (lovely looks, perfect for the romantic heroines she played on
screen), a stellium of planets in Pisces in her 6th House depicting her musical and film
talent (dancing, too, but an injury from a car accident curtailed it), and her stellium
of Aries planets in the 7th House of public and partners as well as her pioneering spirit
and strong position on treatment of animals. Appropriately, her Moon in Gemini was
right on the cusp of her 10th House of career indicating her fame and popularity. Rest
in peace, Doris, I am glad I had the opportunity to see all your films.
READERS’ CORNER
Thank you for the abundant questions and comments you sent during the past
month. Several readers commented on the woman who wrote in to find answers about
the many household problems she was having. Several of you are experiencing similar
issues and no doubt have hard transits in your chart that relate to household
difficulties. I appreciate your interest. Here is this month’s offering.
Q. I am a Gemini born June 5 and need some help managing excessively and
unrealistically long visits from my in-laws. They have decided they want to visit us for
at least a month in the spring and a month in the fall. How they behave when they
arrive, especially my mother-in-law who was born October 28, is problematic. They
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were last here for a month in late October and left the week after Thanksgiving – 5
weeks. Now they are arriving again right after Memorial Day and plan to stay until the
29th of June. That’s way too long since I work full-time, travel for work (have a trip
the first two days of their upcoming visit), have two children in elementary school
with significant needs especially as we wrap up the end of the school year, and my
mother-in-law has already requested that we visit them in mid-July for a couple of
weeks. I have told my husband that will not work for me. I have asked him to discuss
the length of the visits with his parents, but he just shrugs it off and says they don’t
live close and we should just let them visit when they want. He has two other siblings,
one who lives closer to them and one whom they visit a week each year. I am resentful
and exhausted from all the cooking and cleaning and having to rediscover when they
leave where my utensils, dishware, groceries and linens are located because my
mother-in-law rearranges everything while I am working. She also expects me to take
her shopping every other day to get fresh produce and other supplies that she notices
we don’t have on hand. My father-in-law will also mention from the sofa that he has
not had certain dishes in a while that require special shopping trips. We take them out
for dinner once a week while they are here. There is little I like about these visits.
What is going on in my chart to trigger my feelings and upset me so much? Am I
unreasonable? What can I do to get these issues resolved and restore harmony?
A. I had to trim your description of the problems to fit into the allotted space.
What you describe is exhausting, especially since the in-laws do not bother to check
about compatibility of their visit beforehand. Your chart shows that you are a Gemini
with an early Taurus Ascendant. Right now transiting Uranus in Taurus is right on your
Ascendant and is opposing the Sun of your mother-in-law in your 7th House of partners
and roommates. This transit is one source of intense conflict. Your Sun is also in the
inconjunct or quincunx aspect from hers, a stress-inducing configuration that requires
patience and a plan for coping. I can see why you are particularly rattled now – your
9th House of travel, in-laws and people from a distance holds transiting Saturn and
Pluto showing the source of angst you may be experiencing from individuals connected
with this house – your in-laws. Transiting Jupiter in Sagittarius in your 8th House of
partnerships funds is in hard aspect to your natal Moon in Pisces showing the
occurrence of additional or unplanned expenses. I suggest talking with your husband
again to suggest they reduce the length of their visits. Why does he not see this? Does
he pitch in to help? If he won’t communicate with them, then after they arrive this
month, it will be up to you to let them know that the length of time they spend is not
working for you. You could tell them that while you love having them visit, now that
your job and your children’s needs bring additional demands to your schedule, you find
it very difficult to cope with responsibilities and provide them with a quality visit for
the month long visits. Be sure you suggest how much time and when is agreeable and
that you prefer to make sure there are no date conflicts during the time of their visit
driven by work travel or children’s events. You might also mention early in the visit
that you appreciate her intention to help out but that you prefer that she leave items
used in the course of the visit for you to return to their appropriate place. Be tactful,
smile and do acknowledge helpfulness.
Thank you to all who sent in questions and comments about earlier newsletters. I
appreciate your feedback on the Taurus issue and welcome your thoughts on this one.
This newsletter appears on Facebook and on my Word Press website
astrologyondemand.com.
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QUOTE OF THE MONTH: “Act as though it were impossible to fail.” Unknown
OFFICE HOURS






Monday, Wednesday and Friday: 11 am–6 pm.
Tuesday: 12-6 pm.
Thursday: 12-6 pm.
Saturday: 11 am-4 pm.
All other hours by special arrangement. No Sunday hours.

Information about the sign of the month is a general interpretation based on
solar charts and may not address the actual activity in your natal chart which is based
on your time and location of birth. If this is your birthday month or if you are
interested in learning more about how the current cycles affect you, call me to
schedule an appointment for a personal consultation or a coaching session.
Consultations are paid in advance through PayPal and the affiliated e-mail address is
alice.deville27@gmail.com. For a unique approach give the gift of a consultation or a
written report to a loved one or associate. Refer a friend who could use a new
perspective to receive a $15 discount toward your next consultation. I look forward to
hearing from you.

Alice
Alice DeVille
Consulting Services
Office: (813) 374-5398
NOTE: I purge files every month and keep client files for five years, continuously
updating both online and postal mailing lists. If you have moved in the past six
months, please send your current address. To be removed from this mailing list or to
make a mailing address change, send a message to DeVilleAA@aol.com. Many thanks.
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